
Water & Fire – Reunification.

Solar Oils with “Unique Solar Elixir”,

“Huiles Consolatrices ADEVAYA “ with “Elixir Consolateur Unique”

Basic practice of Anointing

I hope to clarify the importance of the practice of Anointing. It is a question of the
reunification of Opposites, of the Alchemical Marriage.
I  speak of this in all  my writings,  and here I  insist  on attention being paid to the
marriage of Water and Oil at  each Anointing. Adding a few drops of Unique Solar

Elixir  “Elixir Consolateur Unique”  to each application of Adevaya Solar  Oil

“Huiles Consolatrices ADEVAYA”. 

The moment of this marriage, in your Sacred Heart, consecrates and informs your
intention of Reunification at every level of your Being. Every intention of Healing is, in
effect, an opening to the Living Being whatever may be the result.  Acceptance, Faith
and Confidence are necessary. The Unexpected is always a Gift for anyone able to
see and hear,  a “Yes” passing through the Reunification of  our whole Being.  My

ultimate intention is supremely simple; in, that  “I am allowing God, Life and
the Source in me, to open me up immediately to whatever is good for
me, and I give thanks for that”. For the Source knows better than I, with my
limited vision of  its Plan,  what  is needed for this Awakening and Reunification to
become real. My sole intention is to allow the Source in me to reunify immediately all
its plans for my Being and for this I give thanks. The formulation of this intention is
deliberately cast: Permission, Immediacy and Thankfulness.
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Thus you give permission to Life to manifest what is already there at this moment of
the Sacred Alchemical Marriage. This moment stands outside sequential space-time,
if you can experience it as anchored, present and conscious. The unique Way Out of
the Manifestations of everything which springs from the Duality Matrix is the living-out
of this very moment in your presence, anchoring and binding to your Sacred Heart,
Liberation and Healing: The form that this Healing may take, is not always what we
may expect, as we see things from our restricted View.

This state of Being, in the Instant, permits us to experience the Anointing and its
passing  on  within  you,  acting  at  its  highest  level.  This  is  no  longer  an  Action-
Reaction, springing from your neuroses, and various levels of dissociation, but the
beneficent Action of your incarnate Divine Being. Feel how you can cause this Light
of your Being, of your Sacred Heart, to spring up from your hands and feet, your
words and looks. Your breathing Presence and your Sacred Breath transmute and
bind  you  to  all  that  is  good for  you  and which  is  present  from all  eternity.  This
anchoring of the breath, in united hearts may be transmuted into your chakras.  Place
them equally in your intention and visualization.

Now you are ready to breathe your intention over the mixture of Oils and Elixir. It is
your Consecration. Thus you can be free, autonomous, and creatures of your own
life  creation  in  Unison  with  the  Living  Being.  For  all  Eternity  you  are  Priest  and
Therapist, creative Officiant. Your breath integrates your intention with the blending
of Oil and Elixir. 
(The combination of these precious substances and their molecular structure permits
the consecration and their alchemical marriage.)

“The divine Lover is Spirit without Body:
The physical Lover is body without Spirit.

The Spiritual Lover possesses Spirit and Body.”
                                                            ( Ibn Arabi)
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“He who oppressed me has been put to death:
He who surrounded me is no longer:

My desire is now at peace, and I have been delivered from my
ignorance.

I have come out of the World, thanks to another World:
A representation has been effaced,
Thanks to a higher representation.

From henceforward I am directed towards Peace,
Where Time rests in the Eternity of Time.

I go now towards Silence.”
(Gospel of Mary, Myriam of Magdala, apocryphal Gospel, translated by JY Leloup.)

Your body–matter is thus transmuted and re-informed by this higher representation of
yourself. Your DNA receives the information.
Every moment should be lived out in the same way and it is what I wish for you: that
it should be little by little integrated into you.

Practice:
Consciously, anchor your energies to the Sun-Fire at the heart of Gaia: and in your in
breath and out breath, contact the heart of the Earth-Mother and join your heart with
hers. Take time to feel this!  Next, anchor your energies to the heart of the solar Fire
and in your breathing in and breathing out, make contact with the heart of the Great
Central  Sun,  and bind your heart  to his.  Feel this!  These flaming hearts are the
Source in its manifold dimension and your heart likewise.
Next, bind the two solar fires in your heart.  Make Earth and Heaven One Love in
you, and you are born of that very love!  In your breathing out and breathing in, feel
this, and allow the Radiance of your heart to enter your being.

Myriam weeps and the Oil, 
Transmission and Anointing.

Nephtys, Isis weep and give Anointing.
Transmission of Anointing.

Water and Fire.
From the acceptance of female Anointing, the son has come to being.

Reunited, resurrected, initiated:
A man-child become a Man; Anthropos.
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“ The Soul and the Spirit are born of water and Fire.
It is with Water,

 Fire and Light that the Son of the Bridal Chamber
 has come into being.

 Fire is now an Anointing. Fire is now Light.
I do not speak of this formless fire, but of that fire whose form is white;

That clear Light giving Beauty.”

( Gospel of Philip, translated by JY Leloup)

Let him who can understand…

The “sacred marriage” of Fire and Water creates the Rainbow 
allowing our Human-Divine multi-potentiality to be revealed.
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